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The global COVID-19 crisis is a catalyst for change, spurring
businesses to continue to invest in AI-based technology to
enhance business operations, despite the slowing revenue growth
for most businesses resulting from the pandemic. VCs and PE
investors are continuously on the lookout for innovative tech
companies to invest in, yet they may have been more selective
and discerning about their business models and the stages of
funding. What has been the situation for the start-ups that were
invested pre-COVID-19 vs post-COVID-19? What is the investors’
appetite going into 2021/22, and what are they looking for
specifically? This track looks at the opportunities and challenges
of tech companies in terms of their pre-and post-funding rounds,
before and after COVID-19, and into the new year – from the
perspective of investors and fund-seekers.

Panel Discussed by
Svet Sedov
Foun d e r , The First International Incubato r f o r S i l i c o n V a l l e y C o m p a n i e s ;
Digi t a l A n g el Influen cer, SVETrating.com .

Wan Fara Ayu W Ahmad
Co-f o u n d e r, Director & CIO, Kanzun Vent u r e s M a n a g e m e n t S d n . B h d .

Charles Cheong
CEO, A I F uture Asia Pte Ltd.

Moderated by:

Zagros Lam
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Svet Sedov

Wan Fara Ayu W Ahmad

Svet Sedov shared his opinion that “we cannot solve
health issues by ruining the economy. Offline
companies were crushed and went out of business.
Just like car companies, certain things cannot be
done online because the main part of the culture is
cool meetups, making noises, and going to wild
places someplace. Going online is good but in those
terms, we cannot build a brand.”

Wan Fara Ayu W Ahmad shared that in an
investment management industry, there are several
processes that take place before investment, which
are the screening process, management deal, help
build up the SMEs profile, evaluation, and then
investment decision aspect. After investing, postinvestment services is necessary by the investment
manager.

He believed “we have to be prudent on how we
expand companies because money management will
be difficult. Vaccines may be one of the solutions for
this pandemic but usually, biotech products take
more than 10 years before they get stabilized. This is
because bacteria are like humans. When a biological
organism is being put into another, it needs time to
grow.”

She stated that “nowadays, everyone is moving
towards digitization and technology. We have to
adapt to the situation and the key to be able to
survive is to adapt and innovate.” In her field, AI is
used to help do the valuation calculations and
determine whether the investment is worthy or not,
have a reasonable valuation, and a positive stable
rate of returns. Although people say that investment
with high risk has a high reward, they always need to
mitigate the risk and go for the ones with a calculated
risk.

He stated that “there will be a big recession and
entrepreneurs should be prepared. Big corporate
business is reserving financial resources because by
reserving it, they can maintain their small
businesses.” He believed that “in the upcoming
years, there will be a major re-modeling of the top
country’s economic systems since they were much
dependent on investments and tourism. We can look
for an opportunity outside of the country and go
digital to ensure better market share with investors”.

She shared that “in the current era, the digital asset
is now a key and especially if they are related to
generating revenues and top line. Most of the recent
technologies are recombined as services on a
platform with structured business models. Hence, the
key component of all successful modern-day
business models is the engagement and connecting
aspect where buyers and sellers are able to
communicate and network with each other,
supported by AI-powered intelligent data insights.”

_ To be continued in next page.
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Charles Cheong
Charles Cheong shared that back in the earlier days,
“some tasks that required days and hours to
complete, now with Artificial Intelligence, we can
complete them in a shorter period of time.” He used
to spend seven days to get his job done but now, the
maximum time needed is only 2 days and he can
spend more time doing things for his clients and take
on more jobs because of the support of artificial
intelligence. Hence, data analytics and AI is the way
forward in these times.

Charles shared that when people come to him with
proposals to look for funds, he ensures that the
business is scalable so that he does not waste any
time, effort, and money on a non-scalable business.
He emphasized that people who are looking for an
investment, should think about what do they want,
put it in an executive summary, approach, and
present it as a pitch to the right audience.

He states that in recent days, business operations
are no longer confined to one single location. The
next thing is resilience to delivery. Digital business is
important because when we go online, we are selling
directly to the people, the businesses can become
more sustainable and when the opportunity arises, it
can grow into a global company.
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A Global Digital Event

The AI World Summit (AIWS)
Where Innovators & Disruptors Meet to Challenge
Limits’ brings together the global AI community from a
range of businesses, science and technology to go beyond
the buzz and hype.

AIWS discusses the most burning AI issues

The AIWS

and shares their developments, successes,

discusses the design and implementation

challenges and the resultant impact on

of new solutions that drive conceptual,

their businesses.

process, product, or organisational change.

The

AI

World

Summit

is

a

unique

- Social Innovation Series

AIWS vision is to be the leading platform

opportunity to explore what the new global

that

era means to AI.

welfare and well-being of individuals and

It touches on how AI’s

transformational potential can be best used

ultimately

aims

to

improve

the

communities using AI technologies.

to create a better future, and what this
means for policy and decision makers,
manufacturers and businesses interested in
leveraging the potential, for the good of
society and the business community.
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See you in 2022!

Brought to you by

FROM IDEAS INTO SYSTEMS
DESIGN & BUILD AI PROTOTYPES AS PART OF DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION FOR YOUR ORGANISATION.

A 3-month professional programme that
builds up your knowledge, in order to
develop a solution for industries and
implement to achieve measurable impact.
This is a must-attend especially for those
without
coding,
programming
or
technical knowledge.
www.myfinb.com/caai

FOUNDATION

Learn key concepts, understanding various
AI models, case studies, assignments.

INTERMEDIATE
Design applications with project assignments
linked to industry pain points; develop
blueprint design and solutions

ADVANCED
Actual industry engagements and solutions
design with MyFinB/CEAI, by applying what you
have learnt in Foundation and Intermediate
levels - into actual organisations: sandbox, pilot
and
test
runs,
with
potential
for
commercialisation with industries.
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for professionals and practitioners without
coding or programming knowledge.

3 LEVELS

GET AI-CERTIFIED

myfinb-group
@MyFinBGroup

MyFinB uses its proprietary NLGU and
Cognitive Analytics capabilities to serve 10
core segments: Financial institutions,
Enterprises / SMEs, Accounting and
Auditing Firms / Consultants, Government
Agencies , Credit bureaus, Stock Exchanges,
Insurers, Trade Associations and Business
chambers, Universities and Investment
Promotion Agencies.

Global Chamber® is a one-of-kind virtual
and growing community of CEOs,
executives and leaders in 525 regions
around the world… everywhere… focused on
helping companies grow in more than one
metro area.
It is the ONLY organization in the world with
hundreds of locations that helps executives
grow their company through warm
connections and a variety of virtual services.
Global Chamber’s vision is a world where
doing cross metro and cross border
business is as easy as selling across the
street. It also provides members with virtual
connections, training, and information just
right to grow… helping members connect
with customers, partners and experts to
grow across metros and borders. When
members engage with Global Chamber, risk
is reduced, and growth accelerates.

TheGlobalChamber
grow-globally
@globalchambe

CONTACT US

We specialise in Artificial Intelligence and
Natural
Language
Generation
&
Understanding (NLGU).
Our AI-powered
solutions
translates
structured
data
(financial statements, bank statements,
incorporation info) and unstructured data
(publications, social media, journals and
video images) into decisioning reports.

MyFinB

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

UNITED STATES

MyFinB (M) Sdn. Bhd.

MyFinB Holdings
Pte. Ltd.

Global Chamber,
LLC.

One Marina
Boulevard, Level 20,
Singapore 018989

4400 N Scottsdale
Road, Suite 9-852,
Scottsdale, AZ 85251
USA

Level 13A, Menara
Tokio Marine 189 Jalan
Tun Razak, Hampshire
Park, 50450 Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia.
Tel: +60 327 173 418

Tel: +65 6932 2658
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MyFinB is an award-winning, high growth AI
start-up with core operations in KL/SG and
serving more than 30 markets globally.

